
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

July 2014 

 

What’s On at IWM London:  September – October 2014 
 

From 19 July 2014 to mark the Centenary of the First World War, IWM London will open ground-breaking new 

First World War Galleries , a new reconfigured Atrium with large object displays, the major new art exhibition  

Truth and Memory: British Art of the First World War featuring over 130 works as well as new shops with 

bespoke gifts and souvenirs and a new museum café run by Peyton and Byrne.  

 

Last Chance to See  

IWM Contemporary: Mark 

Neville 

 

Closing 25 September 

Free admission 

 

 

Mark Neville was commissioned in 2010 as part of a unique 

collaboration between IWM’s Art Commissions Committee and arts 

organisation firstsite to spend two months with the 16 Air Assault 

Brigade in Afghanistan. 

                               

Neville filmed and photographed British soldiers and Afghan civilians 

using a variety of innovative approaches. These included slow motion 

filming and the use of a series of backdrops made with resonant images 

of past wars. Avoiding the conventions of media reporting, the artist 

gives us an arrestingly direct and yet poetic view of British troops and 

the Afghan people they encountered. 

War Story: Supplying Frontline 

Afghanistan 

 

Closing 21 September 

Free admission 

War Story: Supplying Frontline Afghanistan takes the visitor behind the 

scenes to reveal the challenges of supporting and maintaining troops 

on the frontline. This display follows the journey and logistical 

challenges from RAF Brize Norton in the UK to Camp Bastion in 

Afghanistan and on to the Forward Operating Bases and Patrol Bases on 

the frontline.  

 

New Exhibitions 

IWM Contemporary: Jane and 

Louise Wilson 

 

15 October – 11 Jan 2015  

Free admission 

 

Press View:  15 October, 8-10am 

RVSP to press@iwm.org.uk  

IWM Contemporary is a programme of exhibitions and events by leading 

artists and photographers whose work is a response to war and conflict.  

 

In their new film installation, commissioned for IWM by Film and Video 

Umbrella, Jane and Louise Wilson explore perspectives on truth, 

technology and the reconstruction of narratives during the First World 

War. 

 

War Story: Afghanistan 2014 

 

23 October – 6 Sept 2015  

Free admission 

 

Press View: 22 October, 9 – 11am  

The latest War Story display will focus on the withdrawal of British 

combat forces from Afghanistan in 2014 and the implications, both for 

Afghanistan and the British military. 

 

Using material acquired by the innovative War Story project, the display 

presents the voices of people who have experienced the conflict at first 

hand. 

 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/sites/default/files/press-release/IWM%20Contemporary%20Mark%20Neville_0.pdf
http://www.iwm.org.uk/sites/default/files/press-release/IWM%20Contemporary%20Mark%20Neville_0.pdf
mailto:press@iwm.org.uk


First World War Lectures and Debates 

In Conversation with Kate Adie: The 

Legacy of Women in the First World 

War 

16 September 

7pm – 9.30pm (Doors at 6.30pm) 

 

Adult £12; Concession £10; IWM Friends 

£10; Times+ Subscribers £10 

In this talk, former Chief Correspondent for BBC News and best-

selling author, Kate Adie, looks at how women contributed to the 

war effort during the First World War and how their roles on the 

home front influenced a major social change for future 

generations.  

 

There will be an opportunity to view the First World War Galleries 

after the talk until 9.30pm.  

Is Art a True Picture of War? 

 

21 October 

7pm – 9.30pm (Doors at 6.30pm) 

 

Adult £12; Concession £10; IWM Friends 

£10; Times+ Subscribers £10 

The First World War saw a flourishing of British artistic expression, 

resulting in the creation of a new genre: ‘War Art’. Join BBC Arts 

Editor, Will Gompertz, and an expert panel as they discuss the 

genre and its legacy. 

 

There will be an opportunity to view Truth and Memory: British Art 

of the First World War and the First World War Galleries after the 

talk until 9.30pm. 

 

New Art and Design Talks 

Mark Neville: The Image and the 

Experience 

 

13 September, 2.30pm 

Adult £7; Concession £5; IWM Friends £10 

 

Tickets coming soon 

Join artist Mark Neville as he discusses his work and how his 

experiences with different working communities has shaped his 

practice. Starting with ‘The Port Glasgow Book Project’ and 

culminating with his experience as a war artist – including the 

project featured in IWM Contemporary: Mark Neville – this talk will 

feature screenings of previously unseen works and will give rare 

insight into Mark’s methodology and process. 

In Conversation with Foster + 

Partners: The Regeneration of IWM 

London 

 

1 October 

7pm – 9pm (Doors at 6.30pm) 

 

Adult £15; Concession £12; IWM Friends 

£12 

Join writer, broadcaster and director of the Design Museum, 

Deyan Sudjic, as he discusses the Transforming IWM London 

project with Michael Jones and Spencer de Grey from Foster + 

Partners – the architects behind the redesign of the building.  

 

Transforming IWM London saw the creation of our First World War 

Galleries and redesigned Atrium.  

 

There will be an opportunity to view the First World War Galleries 

after the talk until 9pm. 

Truth and Memory  

Gallery Talk 

 

6 September; 4 October 

11am – 12pm; 1pm – 2pm; 3pm – 4pm 

 

Free admission 

A free, hour long tour around the new major art exhibition Truth 

and Memory – the largest exhibition of British First World War art 

in almost 100 years. 

A museum staff member will highlight key pieces and themes 

within the exhibition, discussing the impact these works had on 

wartime society and future generations. 

 

Suitable for ages 11 and above with parental supervision. 

 

New Family Activities 
All family activities are free admission and suitable for all ages with parental supervision. 

Object Conversations 

 

Sundays  beginning 20 July 2014 

11am – 12.30pm; 2pm – 4pm  

In this new immersive object handling sessions, families can 

explore objects from our collections and how they connect with 

iconic objects on display in our new atrium and Terraced Galleries. 

Feel the weight of a shrapnel piece from the First World War and 

come to grips with real objects from our collections. Supported by 

the Clore Duffield Foundation. 

http://www.iwm.org.uk/events/iwm-london/kate-adie-on-the-legacy-of-women-in-the-first-world-war
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Creative Response 

 

Sundays  beginning 20 July 2014 

11am – 12.30pm; 2pm – 4pm  

Get creative and tell us what inspired you on your visit. Make a 

drawing, take a photograph, write a postcard and share your ideas 

with us. 

Supported by the Clore Duffield Foundation. 

Peace Weekend: If wars are so 

obviously terrible, why do we have so 

many? 

 

20 – 21 September 

11.30am – 12.30pm; 2.30pm – 3.30pm 

 

Come fold an origami paper crane to commemorate World Peace 

Day and join our creative drop-in discussion for young people 

around this challenging theme. 

Introduction to the Holocaust 

 

4 – 5 October 

 

11.30am – 12.30pm; 2.30pm – 3.30pm  

 

No booking. Places are limited to 30  

Please arrive at the beginning of the 

session. 

This free discussion and replica object handling session is a useful 

starting point for families who wish to learn about the Holocaust.   

 

This session is suitable for children aged 11 and above but please 

note that the Holocaust Exhibition is recommended for children 

aged 14 and above.   

 

For further information please contact Grant Rogers, Informal 

Learning Manager, grogers@iwm.org.uk or 020 7416 5329.   

 

A Poppy Field 

 

25 October – 2 November 

11am – 5pm 

Grow your own poppy from paper and wire and plant it in our Poppy 

Field to remember those who gave their lives to protect their 

country, from both world wars to conflicts today. 

 

Black History Month Events 
All Black History Month events are free admission. 

On Active Service – What were Black 

People doing during the First World 

War? 

 

11 October; 18 October 

 

1.30pm – 4pm 

Join Tony Warner as we examine the crucial role made by the 

Empire on the fighting fronts and on the home front during the 

First World War.  

 

This illustrated talk will use a variety of recorded interviews with 

First World War veterans including soldiers who served in the West 

India Regiment in Palestine and in other campaigns.. 

Black Poppies – Britain’s Black 

Community and the Great War 

 

12 October; 19 October 

 

2pm – 3pm 

 

Historian Stephen Bourne presents an illustrated talk about his 

latest book, Black Poppies, as he discusses Britain’s Black 

community during the First World War. 

 

 

 

Permanent Galleries 
First World War Galleries 

 

19 July onwards 

 

Free admission 

 

Press View: 16 July 

To mark the start of the Centenary of the First World War, IWM London is 

opening new, permanent First World War Galleries.   Visitors can discover the 

story of the war through the eyes of people in Britain and its empire, both on 

the home front and the fighting fronts. They will see how the war started, 

why it continued, how the Allies won and its global impact. 

 

Drawing on IWM’s First World War collections, the richest and most 

comprehensive in the world, visitors will see over 1,300 objects on display, 

mailto:grogers@iwm.org.uk
http://www.iwm.org.uk/visits/iwm-london/first-world-war
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many of which have never been seen before. They range from weapons, 

uniforms and equipment to diaries and letters, keepsakes and trinkets, 

photographs, film and art.  

 

Each of the objects on display will give a voice to the people who created 

them, used them or cared for them and reveal stories not only of destruction, 

suffering and loss, but also endurance and innovation, duty and devotion, 

comradeship and love.  Visitors will see what life was like at the front, and 

experience the sights and sounds of a recreated ‘trench’, with the Sopwith 

Camel fighter plane and Mark V tank looming above them. They will learn of 

the terrible strain the war placed on people and communities and will be able 

to consider some of the questions and choices, ordinary and extraordinary, 

that people of Britain and its former Empire had to face in this first ‘total war’. 
 

Supported by HLF along with other donors 

Atrium  and Terraced 

Galleries 

 

19 July onwards 

 

Free admission 

 

Press View: 16 July 

RVSP to press@iwm.org.uk  

 

 

IWM London’s renowned atrium has been transformed. The new space, 

designed by Foster + Partners, will be filled with newly curated displays of 

objects, film and artworks from IWM’s rich collections to tell the story of 

conflict from 1914 to the present day.  

 

On entering the museum, visitors will be presented with, − Witnesses to War 

− nine iconic objects including a Harrier, Spitfire and a V-2 rocket suspended 

from above, as well as a T-34 tank and a Reuters Land Rover damaged by a 

rocket attack in Gaza.  

 

Visitors can explore Turning Points of the Second World War on Level 1 

exploring everything from the role of strategic bombing, the fronts in Russia 

and Africa through to the D-Day landings. On Level 2 Peace and Security will 

explore some themes from 1945 through to the present day, discovering 

how Britain and Europe re-built itself after the Second World War, the Cold 

War and the way conflicts have been fought and communities divided in 

places such as Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan.  

 

Finally on Level 3, Curiosities of War will present some of the more 

unexpected objects in IWM’s collections ranging from a section of the bar 

where the Dambusters crew used to drink, through to a sofa which troops in 

Afghanistan made out of HESCO bastion fencing.  

 

A selection of art works will also go on display in the new atrium dispersed 

across each level. Highlights include Preparations for D-Day by Richard Ernst 

Eurich, Sectarian Armour a sculpture by John Kindness which explores the 

imagery of the Troubles in Northern Ireland and Queen and Country by 

Steve McQueen, which commemorates the individual British service 

personnel who died during the Iraq War. 
 

 

Major Art Exhibition 
Truth and Memory: British 

Art of the First World War 

 

19 July 2014 – 8 March 2015 

 

Free admission 

 

Press View: 16 July 

RVSP to press@iwm.org.uk  

Truth and Memory will be the largest retrospective exhibition of British First 

World War art for almost 100 years and will include work by some of Britain’s 

most important artists of the twentieth century. Using artworks drawn mainly 

from IWM’s collection, this exhibition will assess the initial impact and 

enduring legacy of British art of the First World War. 

 

Truth will explore how artists encountering the front lines experimented with 

new forms of art to capture the totally unfamiliar experience of the First 

World War. Through the work of CRW Nevinson, Paul Nash and William Orpen, 

amongst others, the exhibition will consider British artists’ quest for an 

mailto:press@iwm.org.uk
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authentic or ‘truthful’ representation of modern war. 

 

Memory will consider works produced at the end of the war and in its 

immediate aftermath, exploring the ambitious plans of Lord Beaverbrook’s 

British War Memorials Committee and the Imperial War Museum to build an 

artistic record of the nation’s war. Key commissioned paintings, such as 

Wyndham Lewis’s A Battery Shelled, will be displayed alongside important 

sculptural works like Jacob Epstein’s The Tin Hat and Eric Kennington’s 

studies for his Soissons Memorial to the Missing. 

 

Sponsored by Old Mutual Wealth 

 

 

All other Exhibitions  
Horrible Histories©: Spies 

 

Until 4 January 2015 

 

Adult £6.20; Children £3.30; 

Concession £4.40; Family ticket 

£12.25 - £19 (dependent on 

family size) 

 

Book online to save 10% 

Horrible Histories©: Spies , based on the popular children’s book series 

written by Terry Deary, explores the world of spies during the Second 

World War. Families can make their way through the exhibition, 

encountering themes such as Ruthless Resistance, Cracking Codes, Great 

Gadgets, Savage Sabotage and Clever Camouflage, and discover 

techniques used by the most cunning spies, including how to make 

invisible ink, crack codes and use fake feet. 

 

A Family in Wartime 

Free admission 

A Family in Wartime explores the lives of William and Alice Allpress and 

their ten children and what life in London was like during the war. A Family 

in Wartime is brought to life through interactive exhibits, photographs, 

recorded interviews with the family, archive film footage, paintings, 

personal documents and an intricate model of the Allpress family home. 

Secret War 

 

Free admission 

Secret War reveals the clandestine world of espionage, covert operations 

and the work of Britain’s Special Forces. From the development of MI5 

and MI6 before the First World War to Cold War intelligence-gathering and 

the contemporary use of highly-trained elite forces, the exhibition 

examines the facts behind the secrecy and why the need for secret 

agencies remains a subject of continued debate today. 

The Lord Ashcroft Gallery: 

Extraordinary Heroes 

 

Free admission 

The Lord Ashcroft Gallery houses the Extraordinary Heroes exhibition and 

records over 270 personal stories of bravery by recipients of the Victoria 

Cross (VC) and George Cross (GC). Alongside the VCs and GCs from IWM’s 

own collection, the Lord Ashcroft Gallery: Extraordinary Heroes exhibition 

showcases the world’s largest collection of VCs, established by Lord 

Ashcroft in 1986. Visitors to the gallery can discover the personal stories 

behind each award and examine the concept of bravery, from aggression 

and endurance through to skill and sacrifice.  

Holocaust Exhibition 

 

Free admission 

This highly-acclaimed exhibition uses film, photographs and a large 

number of rare artefacts – many brought from Germany and Eastern 

Europe – to document the history of the Nazi persecution of the Jews and 

other groups before and during the Second World War. 

– Ends – 

 

For further press information or information about long lead listings please contact: 

 Kate Crowther, Press Assistant: 020 7416 5497 / kcrowther@iwm.org.uk 

 Rosie Linton, Press Officer: 020 7416 5436 / rlinton@iwm.org.uk 

https://www.maximweb.co.uk/iwmlondon/events.aspx
mailto:kcrowther@iwm.org,uk
mailto:rlinton@iwm.org.uk


 Nina Dellow, Senior Press Officer: 020 7091 3069 / ndellow@iwm.org.uk 

 

Notes to Editors: 

 

IWM London  

IWM London - IWM’s flagship branch - tells the stories of those whose lives have been shaped by war through 

the depth, breadth and impact of our Galleries, displays and events. Explore what life was like at home during 

the Second World War in A Family in Wartime; delve into the world of espionage in Secret War; visit our 

award-winning Holocaust Exhibition; discover stories of bravery in The Lord Ashcroft Gallery: Extraordinary 

Heroes;  see work by some of Britain’s most significant 20
th

 Century artists in our art galleries or take in our 

latest major temporary exhibitions.  Our family learning sessions and events encourage debate and challenge 

people’s perceptions of war.  

 

IWM London is temporarily closed until 19 July 2014 as we ‘Transform IWM London’. The museum will re-

open with, our brand new First World War Galleries, a new atrium, the new major exhibition Truth and 

Memory: British Art of the First World War  as well as new shops and a park-side café. 

 

From 19 July 2014 

Open daily from 10am – 6pm (except 24 - 26 December) 

IWM London, Lambeth Road, London, SE1 6HZ.  

T: 020 7416 5000 E: mail@iwm.org.uk 

iwm.org.uk / @I_W_M / www.facebook.com/iwm.london  

 

IWM  

IWM (Imperial War Museums) tells the story of people who have lived, fought and died in conflicts involving 

Britain and the Commonwealth since the First World War. 

 

Our unique Collections, made up of the everyday and the exceptional, reveal stories of people, places, ideas 

and events. Using these, we tell vivid personal stories and create powerful physical experiences across our five 

museums that reflect the realities of war as both a destructive and creative force. We challenge people to look 

at conflict from different perspectives, enriching their understanding of the causes, course and consequences 

of war and its impact on people’s lives. 

 

IWM’s five branches attract over 2 million visitors each year. IWM London, our flagship branch, is transforming 

with new First World War Galleries and a new Atrium with large object displays which will open on 19 July 2014 

to mark the Centenary of the First World War. Our other branches are IWM North, housed in an iconic award-

winning building designed by Daniel Libeskind; IWM Duxford, a world-renowned aviation museum and Britain's 

best preserved wartime airfield; Churchill War Rooms, housed in Churchill’s secret headquarters below 

Whitehall; and the Second World War cruiser HMS Belfast. 

 

First World War Centenary 

2014 - 2018 marks the centenary of the First World War, a landmark anniversary for Britain 

and the world. IWM will mark the centenary by leading a vibrant, four year programme of 

cultural activities across the country, including the opening of brand new First World War 

Galleries at IWM London in 2014. For more information visit www.1914.org. 
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